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HISTORY OF [NO] MOVING   
“La Calderería”  C/ Jerónimo Monsoriu, 88, 90, 92  C.P. 46022, Valencia

The Old “Calderería” , the first perspective that gives you the southern exit of the subway station 

“Serrería” . It stands as a constant surveillance by the departure of train station building. Singular 

and striking, the ground floor of more than 7 meters become an attractive space where they can 

merge all kinds of players in the neighborhood. Currently , There isn´t words of dialogue with the 

housing and even less with the street and passersby. The big “patio”, allows both facades be 

soaked light, althought the distributions of spaces into the housing is horrible for the light, which 

also influence the denial of cross ventilation ...

Where is the first line?

AYORA PARK 
 
Starting point of our 
urban projet , as green 
and important plot ele-
ment in the neighbor-
hood of Ayora . Further-
more, we considerate 
this space as a social 
connector , converging 
about him, various dis-
ciplines and activities 
supporting a wide age 
scale .

Interesting architecture?

HISTORIC BUILDING 

Detection of a large group 
of unique buildings, in this 
structure, functionality and 
possible uses, opening a 
wide range of possibilities .

What they need?

PARTNERSHIP

Schools and associations are 
part of the network elements 
that should enable problems 
arise such as a neighborhood 
Ayora and question how the 
same organization .

Invite and support these sys-
tems to raise questions and 
discuss key aspects of the daily 
life of the neighborhood and its 
close people. 

It´s possible share the public space?
 
SQUARES / OPEN PLACES

Several open spaces teeming activity 
in the neighborhood. Identify and make 
improvements to the existing system, as 
well as taking care of it, are the most im-
portant deal points.

The existence of several points in aban-
donment, without condition , open pos-
sibilities expand the network of public 
squares , widely used by the diferentes 
users.

Who´s my neighboor?

DEMOGRAFY

Young familar and colle-
ge students represent a 
strong focus on neigh-
borhood revitalization , 
establishing a strong use 
of public spaces and their 
demand is increasing .

Beach day?

SEA CONNECTION

The privileged location of 
the neighborhood allows 
connection to the sea area 
of Valencia, a few kilome-
ters . Questioning possibili-
ties of a new and reformed 
“ sea walk “ without deleting 
elements , giving importan-
ce to the layout.

Neighboorhood?

COMERCIAL FLOOR

Opening existing com-
mercial premises to the 
street , generating activity 
beyond its interior, which 
will result in a substantial 
increase in the social life 
of Ayora.

INTERVENTION

OLD/NEWPUBLIC SPACE
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OLD/NEW

OLD CONSTRUCTION

HOUSING 

LA CALDERERIA

iNTERIOR STREET

COMMON LAUNDRY

VERTICAL COMUNICATION

CO-WORKING

NEW PROPOSAL

THE REVOLUTION    
Slawomir Mrozek

“ In my room, the bed was over here, the cupboard over there and the table in the 
middle. Until the moment it started boring me. I put the bed over there and the cu-
pboard over here.For a while I really liked the change. But then boredom crept in 
again[...]”

“ I came to the conclusion that the cause of this boredom was the table, or rather, 
its central and immutable position.  [...] Again I liked the innovation but at the same 
time it occurred to me that I caused a very nonconformist uneasiness [...]”

“ I decided to sleep in the cupboard. [...] But no, this was the right decision.  [...] ”

“ Now again the bed is over here, the cupboard over there and the table in het 
middle. And when I feel bored again, I think of the days I was a revolutionary.”
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